ABSTRACT Rail area detection is essential in active obstacle perception system of the train. This paper presents an efficient rail area detection method based on the convolutional neural network (CNN). The proposed method is divided into two main parts: extraction of the rail area and further optimization. First, a CNN architecture is established to achieve accurate rail area detection, enabling the pixel-level classification of the rail area. It is notable that the main improvement of our architecture is dilated cascade connection and cascade sampling. Second, an improved polygon fitting method is applied to optimize the contour of the extracted rail area and, thus, obtains a more elegant outline of the rail region. As shown by the experimental results, the excellent accuracy is obtained by using our method, i.e., 98.46% mean intersectionover-union and 99.15% mean pixel accuracy on the BH-rail-dataset, and verified the applicability of our detection method in a large-scale traffic scene video frames of Beijing metro Yanfang line and Shanghai metro line 6.
I. INTRODUCTION
The safety of the railway transportation is getting more and more attention with the rapid development of rail transit. In various rail transit systems, most rail accidents are results from artificial operation or rail area obstacle collision [1] , [2] , thus the active obstacle perception of the train is becoming a trend and can solve above problems. One of the basic functions for active obstacle perception system is rail area detection, i.e, determining the area of the rails ahead of a train [3] , [4] . The accurate rail area detection not only can provide precise driving region of the train and also can delimit regions of interest for detecting obstacles [5] . Besides, accurate rail area detection can determine the maximum range of the rail area in the image, and thus, provide recommendation of the speed for the train. Hence, this paper is focused on how to detect the rail area rapidly and accurately.
Despite the remarkable progress achieved in the past few decades [6] , [7] , many challenges remain to be overcame. The first urgent problem is the variations of illumination. As running in an open rail environment, the train will face changing light such as shadows, reflect, tunnels, poor contrast with the ground and so on. The second challenge is the complex and variable rail area. Besides the straight line, there are often large curves in rail area, and the curvature is not fixed. In addition, confusing structures such as multiple rails make the rail area detection more difficult. However, with the rapid progress of the machine vision [8] , [9] , especially the development of deep learning [10] , [11] , it is possible to overcome above challenges of the rail area detection by using vision methods.
This research aims to tackle the above challenges by proposing an efficient rail area detection method using convolutional neural network (CNN). The proposed method contains two main stages. The first stage is using the convolutional neural network to achieve pixel level classification of the rail environment image. The second stage of the method is optimizing the contour of the extracted rail area using polygon fitting method, and thus getting a more elegant outline of the rail region. The framework of the proposed method is illustrated in figure 1 . 
II. RELATED WORKS
Although vision-based methods for rail detection face many challenges, with the rich information in image and the low cost of visual sensor, vision-based monitoring for railways detection is still a promising approach, and many visionbased methods were proposed. Existing algorithms for rail detection mainly fall into two categories, the method based on inverse perspective transformation (IPM) and the method which enables us to extract rail feature directly.
IPM based approach for rail detection is to convert the image which is captured by the on-board camera to the bird'seye view [12] first, and then extract the rail line using different rail features. This approach is widely used for lane detection in the intelligent vehicle research [13] , [14] . Wang et al. [15] converted the IPM image to an edge map with modified binary method, and then used Hough transformation to detect the line segments in the edge map, with additional help from some geometric constraints of the prior knowledge. In [7] , the paper obtained and divided the IPM image into multisections vertically through calibrated camera. In each section, a rail line extraction method is used, and in the end of the approach, the results in each section are combined to obtain the whole rail line position. Maire and Bigdeli [12] warp the camera image into an IPM image and track the two rail curves simultaneously by evaluating small parallel segments. Although those methods can extract the rail line well, they require accurate calibration of the camera while the precision of calibration is not guaranteed in practice use. Besides, IPM based approach can not realize the rail line detection in the far distance.
By directly extracting rail features, the second type of algorithms do not need explicit knowledge about camera parameters or information from external equipment. This kind of method can extract the track line directly after setting the characteristics of the rail line [16] , [17] . Nassu and Ukai [3] match edge features to candidate rail patterns modeled as sequences of parabola segments. Patterns for the short distance are precomputed in a semiautomatic offline stage, and patterns for more distance are generated on the fly, in an incremental fashion. Espino and Stanciulescu [18] used a sliding window approach to detect the rail for rubber-tyred trains. Nassu and Ukai [19] focused on locating rail shapes in the image for rail extraction. The method described in [20] used probabilistic spline curves to estimate the tracks. And algorithms used in [5] ran local operations to create an initial candidate first, and then applied modeling or template matching to produce the final result. However, the characteristics setting of these methods are relatively fixed, and it is thus difficult to apply one method in all rail environments.
On the other hand, with the rapid development of deep learning those years [10] , [21] , the convolution neural network has been applied in many fields [22] , [23] . We observed that the convolution neural network has strong ability to extract the feature of whole image. Thus, we first tried to apply the convolutional neural network for rail area detection.
III. THE EFFICIENT RAIL AREA DETECTION METHOD
In order to achieve high-precision rail area detection, an efficient rail area detection method is proposed, which mainly contains two stages: to extract the rail area and to further optimize it. In the first stage, a region extraction architecture based on convolution neural network is established. The main improvement of our architecture is dilated-cascade connection and cascade sampling. Dilated-cascade connection makes full use of the information obtained from different sizes of the feature map, and the cascade sampling can extract the local information and global information of the rail area during the sampling process. In the second stage, polygon fitting method is applied to optimize the extraction results.
A. STAGE I: EXTRACT THE RAIL AREA
In this stage, a network architecture based on convolutional neural network is established, which can achieve pixel level extraction of the rail area. At present, there are many methods proposed based on convolution neural network which achieve top accuracy in segmentation tasks [24] , [25] with little attention paid to the speed of the algorithm. To overcome the above limitation, an efficient network architecture is developed which is trade-off between high accuracy and efficiency.
1) NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The proposed network architecture is shown in Figure 2 . The input to the network can be an arbitrary multichannel image which is obtained through the on-board camera, and the output of the network is a binary image which contains the rail area and non-rail area. Our network was inspired by SegNet [26] which is an encoder-decoder architecture for image segmentation.
Our network is divided into two parts: encoding part and decoding part. The encoding part is used to extract the features of the rail area in the image. It mainly includes the convolution layer and the cascade sampling layer. The convolution layer is used to extract the feature of the rail area in the feature map. And the cascade sampling layer is used to down-sample the image in order that we can extract the feature of rail area in different feature sizes. In the last section of the encoding, the feature map is 1/8 of the original size. Followed by the encoding part is the decoding part. It mainly includes the deconvolution layers with stride 2. The main purpose of the decode segments is to upsample the encoder's feature maps to match the input resolution. And in the last section of the decode is softmax layer, which is used to classify the rail area in the image. Furthermore, the residual connection in [27] is applied in our network structure in order to obtain higher detection accuracy. Residual connection is initially proposed to avoid the degradation problem which is present in deep network architectures [28] . We applied the non-bottleneck residual modules both in encode and decode parts. The detailed layers architecture of the network is shown in table 1.
2) DILATED-CASCADE CONNECTION
The rail line has its own local characteristics in the image. For example, the rail line is brighter than the surrounding areas because of train transport. Besides, the rail area has global features; for example, the two rail lines are parallel to each other. Thus, we can make full use of those global and local features. An optimized solution is to consider contextual information, that includes information not only of the rail line but also from its surroundings or even the whole image. In our network, the cascade sampling is used to reduce the resolution of the feature map whereby we can extract more global features. But, the low resolution of the feature map poses another problem, information lost during upsampling process. Thus, we proposed a dilated cascade connection to get a wider receptive field while keeping good accuracy.
Dilated convolutions [25] , [28] , [29] can gather more context with the resolution of feature map unchanged. 
Where kernel M is defined as:
Where x[i] represents the ith input signal, and w[m] represents the mth convolution coefficient, and k represents the dilated rate. As illustrated in figure 3b , a dilated convolution with kernel 3, dilated rate 2 can achieve five domain feature extraction.
Different dilated rate convolution can extract different receptive fields of features. However, the rail area has not only local characteristics but also global features. Thus, we need to take comprehensive consideration of the characteristics from different receptive field. Some work such as [30] proposed using different sizes of input images for different scale feature extraction. However, this approach does not take advantage of the relationship between images of different sizes. Here, we cascaded different rates of dilated convolution to achieve comprehensive rail area feature extraction.
As illustrated in figure 4 , in the decoding part, we connected different rates of dilated convolution. by cascading the convolution with rate 1, 2 and 4, we have fully explored the rail area from different scales. In the connection unit, the dilated-cascade convolution can be expressed as: 
3) CASCADE DOWN-SAMPLING
Although dilated-cascade connection can achieve multiscale feature extraction, too large a feature graph can cause the increase of computation; thus, in the decoding part of our network architecture, the feature map need be down-sampled. Down-sampling reduces the resolution of the feature map and causes the loss of image information. Thus, we should minimize the loss of image information when downsampling. Most network downsample the feature map by max pooling or average pooling [27] , [29] , [31] ; however, the max pooling or average pooling can only extract the partial feature of the local connection. Meanwhile, the convolution operation can extract global characteristics of local connections; thus, we combine the max pooling operation, average pooling operation and convolution operation both with stride 2 to downsample the feature map. The downsampling operation is shown in figure 5 .
B. STAGE II: FURTHER OPTIMIZE
We can extract the rail area well through our convolutional neural network, but the edge of the rail area is not particularly precise, as illustrated in figure 6b, Thus, we need further optimize the boundary of the rail area.
As illustrated in figure 6c , we used the chain code tracking algorithm to extract the contour of the rail area [32] . However, the contour of the rail area is still not smooth enough. Thus, the improved polygon fitting method is used to further optimize the rail area.
Despite the wide application of polygonal fitting method in curve polygon fitting [33] , due to the particularity of the VOLUME 6, 2018 polygons in the rail region, we have a wealth of prior knowledge of the polygons that need to be fitted. It occurred to us that we can simplify the fitting process by fitting both sides of the rail region. As a result, we proposed a fast polygon fitting method to fit the road area. The implementation of the polygon fitting method is described as follows:
Step 1: As illustrated in figure 7a, extract the three boundary points of the contour of the rail region, represented by A, B and C.
Step 2: Find the point farthest to line AB from the curve AB, represented by D, and calculate the distance between D and line AB, and the distance is H. If H is bigger than the pre-set distance threshold. Set D as the new boundary point.
Step 3: Repeat step 2 and continue to look for boundary points between the curve AD and DB until all the boundary points of AB are found. Look for boundary points between BC in the same way. The final fitting polygon is shown in figure 7c.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct a set of experiments to further evaluate the effectiveness of our method.
A. DATASET AND SETUP
In order to make quantitative analysis of our method, we have collected a large-scale traffic scene video frames and built a set of rail area detection datasets called ''BH-rail-dataset''. The dataset was collected from Beijing metro Yanfang line and Shanghai metro line 6 with resolution of 1280 * 720. BHrail-dataset include representative real scenarios, it contains datasets in tunnel environments and datasets in elevated environments. Besides, to verify the robustness of our method in different light environments, the dataset contains images at different times, i.e., the images in the daytime scene and the images in the night scene.
The benchmark provides 5,617 images with high-quality annotations split up into a training, and test set (4,494, and 1,123 images, respectively). Further, we have carefully annotated the dataset according to cityscape dataset [34] standards, i.e., we have pixel level labeling for the rail region and the non-rail region, an example of the dataset is shown in figure 8 .
All our experiments are conducted using the Caffe [35] . We train the model parameters until the training loss converges, we use the cross-entropy loss [26] as the objective function for training the network. The loss is summed up over all the pixels in a mini-batch. Besides, to train the parameters of our network, we use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [36] with a fixed learning rate of 0.03 and momentum of 0.9 in order to accelerate convergence [37] . We also employed a dropout [38] rate of 10% in each convolutional layer of the network. Besides, unlike some lightweight network training methods [28] , [39] , training the network in separate steps: encoder part and decoder part, we train our model end to end.
B. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In our experiments, all accuracy results are evaluated using the commonly adopted Mean Intersection-over-Union (MIoU) [40] metric and Mean pixel accuracy(MPA) metric, the calculation formulas are as follows:
Where k+1 represents the total number of categories, p ii is the number of pixels of class i predicted to belong to class i, that is true positive, and p ji , p ij , represents the numbers of, false positive, and false negative pixels, respectively. We use the images with resolution of 640 * 360 for prediction, and the ground truth are resized to the same resolution as the output for evaluation.
As we can see from table 2, our rail area detection method can achieve excellent accuracy, our method achieves a 98.46% Mean IoU and a 99.15% MPA on the BH-raildataset. To further visualize the experimental results, some experimental results are shown in figure 9 . It shows that our method works well in different scenarios, even with those challenging circumstances including shadows, reflect, tunnels environment, elevated environment and rail switch scene.
C. COMPARISON TO THE STATE OF THE ART
To further evaluate the effectiveness of our method proposed in this paper, especially the proposed dilated-cascade connection and cascading downsampling, we process the datasets without dilated-cascade connection and without cascading downsampling respectively. Besides, we employ the representative state-of-the-art semantic segmentation method Segnet [26] and Enet [39] to evaluate the accuracy in our datasets and further compare to our methods. The results are shown in Table 3 .
The above table shows that our method achieves the highest precision. The main reason is that the dilated-cascade VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 10. Examples of wrong rail area detection. connection in this paper takes a comprehensive consideration of the global characteristics and local characteristics of the rail area, thus, make full excavation of the characteristics of the rail area. Besides, due to our fast polygon fitting algorithm, we further optimize the output of the convolution neural network, thus, the edges of the rail area are more precise. Segnet and Enet are popular semantic segmentation network, it reported that those networks can achieve high accuracy in most semantic segmentation tasks [34] , [41] , [42] , however, in the detection of rail area, it cannot obtain very good accuracy. Segnet achieve a 92% Mean IoU and a 92.6% MPA while Enet achieve a 87.3% Mean IoU and a 90.1% MPA. These networks do not fully consider the characteristics of the rail area, thus the performance is not very well.
In addition to the above performance analysis, we also evaluated the speed of our method. We evaluate our operational performance on a single widely used NVIDIA Titan X GPU, at the same time, to evaluate the operation capability of the method in the embedded platform, we also conduct the experiment on NVIDIA TX2 embedded system module. The results are shown in Table 4 .
The above table shows that our method achieves the moderate performance, our network achieves over 38 FPS on a single Titan X and over 3.9 FPS on TX2. Although the speed score is not very dominant, consider the factors of accuracy, our method achieved a good trade-off between performance and speed.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose an efficient rail area detection method based on convolutional neural network. The proposed method is divided into two main parts: extract the rail area and further optimize.
In the first part, a convolutional neural network architecture is proposed to trade-off the detecting precision and efficiency, it can achieve pixel level classification of the rail area. The main improvement of our architecture is dilated-cascade connection and cascade sampling. The dilated-cascade connection can extract the information not only from the rail line but also from its surroundings or even the whole image, thus, can achieve multi-scale feature extraction. The cascade sampling combines with the max pooling operation, average pooling operation and convolution operation both with stride 2 to downsample the feature map, thus reduces the loss of information during the downsample process. The second part of the method is optimizing the contour of the extracted rail area. We propose an improved polygon fitting method to further optimize the rail area, and thus getting a more elegant outline of the rail region.
The experimental results indicate that our method can achieve efficient rail area detection in various condition, including shadows, reflect, tunnels environment, elevated environment and rail switch scene, and the experiments data show that our rail area detection method can achieve excellent accuracy, our method achieves a 98.46% Mean IoU and a 99.15% MPA on the BH-rail-dataset. However, there are still some problems in some scenarios, as illustrated in figure 10 , the detection of rail area is not very complete in the far area. Besides, the speed of the algorithm needs to be further improved. Further work will be devoted to overcome the above shortcomings. Besides, further work will combine the rail area recognition and obstacle detection using single network thus achieve the real-time active obstacle perception of the train. 
